Figurative Language
Name ____________________________

1

ELA

G

Class __________________ Date ____________

6 An analogy is a relationship in which the

Fill in the blank.

reader is asked to relate words to each
other. Circle the best analogy.

A comparison of two items using the
words like or as is known as a

Quick is to fast as ________ is to slow.

________________.

rapid

cheeks red as a rose

2 A comparison of two items without using
the words like or as is known as a

pokey

smart

7 Goose is to gosling as dog is to
_______.

________________.
He’s a real bear before his first
cup of coffee in the morning!

pet

3 Jan’s eyes are as blue as the ocean.
Jan’s eyes and the ocean are both
________. Circle the answer.

blue

puppy

8 The stretching of the truth, or
exaggeration, is known as ________.

metaphor

wet

kid

hyperbole

personification

round

9 Which sentence is an example of
personification?

4 Speeding in a car is like playing with fire.
Both speeding
and playing
Please
Sign
with fire are ________.

In or Sign Up
download
a. Itto
is raining
cats and dogs.
the printable version of b.this
worksheet
Please
lend me a hand.

dangerous

safe

fun

c.

The sun smiled down at us from the
blue sky.

5 Abigail and her twin sister are two peas
in a pod.

Abigail and her twin sister are ________.
a. far apart
b. close
c. vegetarians

10		When authors use words to imitate

noises they are describing, it is called

		______________________.
The bee buzzed as it flew
from flower to flower.
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Figurative Language - Answer Key
Name ____________________________

1

ELA

G

Class __________________ Date ____________

6 An analogy is a relationship in which the

Fill in the blank.

reader is asked to relate words to each
other. Circle the best analogy.

A comparison of two items using the
words like or as is known as a

Quick is to fast as ________ is to slow.

simile
________________.

rapid

cheeks red as a rose

2 A comparison of two items without using
the words like or as is known as a

pokey

smart

7 Goose is to gosling as dog is to
_______.

metaphor
________________.
He’s a real bear before his first
cup of coffee in the morning!

pet

3 Jan’s eyes are as blue as the ocean.
Jan’s eyes and the ocean are both
________. Circle the answer.

blue

puppy

8 The stretching of the truth, or
exaggeration, is known as ________.

metaphor

wet

kid

hyperbole

personification

round

9 Which sentence is an example of
personification?

4 Speeding in a car is like playing with fire.
Both speeding
and playing
Please
Sign
with fire are ________.

In or Sign Up
download
a. Itto
is raining
cats and dogs.
the printable version of b.this
worksheet
Please
lend me a hand.

dangerous

safe

fun

c.

The sun smiled down at us from the
blue sky.

5 Abigail and her twin sister are two peas
in a pod.

Abigail and her twin sister are ________.
a. far apart
b. close
c. vegetarians

10		When authors use words to imitate

noises they are describing, it is called

onomatopoeia
		______________________.
The bee buzzed as it flew
from flower to flower.
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